
Godwyns Hope – Tactical Overview 
 

 
 
Godwyn’s Hope 
Segmentum Pacificus  
Pop. 84 Million 
Des. Agriworld with secondary mining exploitation 
839.M40 
 
Godwyn’s Hope is a small, unremarkable backwater on the outer rim of the Segmentum 
Pacificus. Primarily it is used as a stop off point for rogue traders looking to explore the 
Halo zone and beyond as well as subsector level trade. 
 
Late in M40 PDF forces around the planetary capital of Imperator City came under attack 
from small guerrilla forces staging hit and run raids on patrols. At first this was attributed 
to local anti Imperial groups but as units sent to investigate soon discovered this was not 
the work of young, rich idealists but something far more sinister. Evidence of worship to 
the Ruinous powers was discovered as the mangled bodies of cult victims were 
discovered. 
 
Planetary officials arranged an immediate purge of all outlying regions and PDF squads 
with Arbites support swept out from the capital. Early signs were good as chaos 
worshipping cells were routed out and the emperor’s justice delivered. 
A few months later and what had started as routine patrols hunting insurgents had turned 
into a small scale conflict. 



As more and more troops were called into combat against an ever more audacious foe the 
planetary governor called for aid and a detachment of the Kriezkurg 4077th under the 
Command of Field Marshall Anderssen were rerouted to quell the uprising. 
 
After initial successes the Kriezkurg 4077 suddenly found themselves under heavy attack 
and as the weeks went past it soon became clear that the dread legions were active on 
Godwyn’s Hope. 
 
At this turn of events further reinforcements arrived in the form of the Red Scorpions 
chapter although their refusal to form a cohesive force with the Imperial Guard caused 
problems from the start. 
 
Unbeknownst to both sides a detachment of loyalist Astarte’s from the Warp Sharks 
chapter were already present on Godwyn’s Hope. They had tailed the renegade warband 
to the planet as they continued the search for the renegades that had destroyed their 
homeworld and decimated their chapter. 
 
Once the ruinous powers had revealed themselves the Warp Sharks went into action and 
set about hunting the renegades. 
 
As a final twist Imperial Astropaths detected a huge surge in the warp and suddenly a 
huge rift was torn in the space above Godwyn’s Hope as an Ork armada came careering 
into realspace. Such a move is suicidal inside the gravity well of  a star system but this 
didn’t seem to bother the Orks as the commnets were drowned out with the bellowing of 
Orks as their rokks smashed through the imperial blockade and impacted on the surface. 
Thousands died as Rokks smashed into the imperial fleet on their suicidal runs to the 
surface. 
 
As is the way with Orks the damage wasn’t just measured in starships, the very space 
around Godwyn’s Hope screamed in agony as the brutal rift that was opened refused to 
close and the Imaterium streamed in. Any ships that could flee did as the planet was 
finally cut off from all aid. 
 
All the forces were now trapped on Godwyn’s Hope until the rift was calmed. 
 
For the forces left on the planet it became a desperate struggle to survive made worse 
against the maddening backdrop of the warp. Fuelled by spells from the chaos sorcerers 
no commander knew who to trust and became increasingly isolated with their forces…. 

 

Inquisitor Xander Belial  
 

Godwyns Hope - Inquisitor Dispatches 

 

Dispatches – Week One 

 

• Warp Sharks move from their drop site in the south west and garrison the 

Refinery. 

• Kriezkurg 4077
th

 move from their coastal barracks in the west and garrison 

the city of Redford. 



• Red Scorpions move from their drop site on the north of Reclusium island 

and garrison the Old Town. 

• Chaos Space Marines are seen to infest the governers manision in the east 

• Ghazghuls Waaagh moves up from the rokk sites in the south east and 

inhabit the plains 

 

Dispatches – Week Two 

 

• Kriezkurg 4077
th

 marches into the port of St. Sebastian and come under 

bolter fire. 

• Red Scorpions attempt to secure a beach head at the port of St. Sebastian 

encountering heavy resistance from Imperial Guard units. 

• The PDF garrison at fort Macharius go silent. It is believed that the area is 

now under the influence of the dread powers. 

• Unnerved by the disturbing silence to the north Ghazghul Thrakka heads 

west and fortifiess the scrap settlement 

• Warp Sharks keen to stay unnoticed move north into the ruins of the 

administratum hub. 

 

Dispatches Week three 

 

• After a bitter skirmish the Red Scorpions secure a beach head at the port 

of St. Sebastian. Rumours are rife that Commander Culln was seriously 

injured in attack. These rumours appear to be backed up by the Red 

Scorpions decision to head east and take the Imperator bridge  

• Sector wide blackouts are reported as the forces of Necrosious move west 

and infest the power station. 

• In a surprisingly cautious move for Orks Ghazghkull Thraka consolidates 

his gains in the Border towns. 

• Ulysses Tempesta continues to remain anonymous and moves his Warp Sharks 

south to take the Chemical works. 

• Field Marshall Anderssen is furious with the Red Scorpions for the attack 

on his forces at the port of St. Sebastian and declares them traitors. After 

regrouping at the town of Redford he commands his forces to retake the 

port. Hundreds of uplifting primers are handed out to his forces. 

 

Dispatches Week four 

 

• Hell Razors and other menacing fliers are seen in the skies over Imperator 

City. Rumours that the Space Port has fallen to the fell legions appears to 

be true. 

• Hundreds of refugees are seen swarming out of Imperator City as the forces 

of Ghazghkull Thrakka move in. PDF forces are woefully outclassed and the 

city falls within days. Thrakka declares himself the grand overlord of 

Godwyns Hope. 

• The Orks occupying the capital city are spared for the moment as Ulysses 

Tempesta uncovers rumours of ancient and possibly xenos ruins in the 

jungles. The warp sharks disappear into the jungles to investigate. 
• After a long, gruelling battle Field Marshall Anderssens forces fall back 

from the port Of St. Sebastian. Although the Imperial Guard inflict heavy 

casualties they cannot rest total control of the area from the Red 

scorpions. However fortune shines upon them as in the following days 

Imperial Guard recon units confirm the withdrawal of enemy forces from 

the area. Moving quickly Anderssens forces move in and secure the port. 

Anderssen issues a planet wide broadcast in which he issues the following 

statement. "With enough bodies I could choke the eye of terror if need be". 



• During the heavy fighting Commander Culln is again forced injured from 

the field of battle. The Red Scorpions lose their grip on the area and 

withdraw to rally their forces. Rather than get bogged down in a war of 

attrition for a minor objective, Culln leaves the shattered port to the 

Guard forces. He can No longer ignore disturbing reports from the east and 

prepares to investigate the rumours of Chaos Marines occupying 

the Governors Palace.  

 

 

 

RULES 
 
 
Random roll off to decide starting nodes (in red) and then move one adjacent node per campaign 
turn. First turn will move in a clockwise direction every campaign turn. 
 
There are sixteen nodes of which 6 have bonuses attached and 5 base nodes. 
 
A base node can only be attacked by a player holding the capital (node 6) 
 
You will need 3 rosters. 
3000 main list. From this you will need to create armies of 1000, 1500 and 2000 points. 
2500 planet strike attack list. 
2500 planet strike defence list. 
 
Once submitted these lists cannot change. 
 
If a node states 'roll' the following applies. D6 1-4 standard, 5-6 battle missions. 
 
1 - Reclusium Island. 4x4 City fight 
2 - Power station. 6x4. Roll. 
3 – Governor’s Mansion. 6x4. Roll. 
4 – Fort Macharius PDF Garrison. 6x4. Roll. 
5 – SPECIAL. Imperator Bridge. 6x4. A huge bridge crossing the Soritas river. Its the only viable 
crossing point for large army formations. Owners of this tile get +1 to all reserve rolls. 
6 – SPECIAL. Imperator City. 6x4. The capital of Stygies IV, most of it lies in ruins but it is still vast 
enough to safely shelter an entire battle group and it's central park area is an ideal landing zone. A 
player in control of this node can assault and enemy base node. 
7 – SPECIAL. Imperator Space Port. 6x4. A small still serviceable airfield. Ownership of this node will 
mean your enemies will suffer -1 to all reserve rolls. 
8 – SPECIAL. The Ziggurat. 6x4. Ancient pre human ruins that in the time of the coming of the warp 
storm has started having strange affects on troops. An army in control of this node can nominate one 
unit to enter and converse with the spirits within. Roll a d6, on a 1-5 that unit will remain stubborn 
whilst his army holds the node. On a 6 the unit will become fearless. 
9 – The Port Of St. Sebastian. 6x4. 
10 – Redford City. Cityfight. 6x4. 
11 - Aministratum hub. 4x4 City fight 
12 – XTD33 Ore Refinery. 6x4 
13 – SPECIAL. Chemical Works. Although hugely damaged there is enough material left to create 
some especially volatile mixtures including fuel. You may nominate one vehicle in your army that once 
per game may roll a d6 extra movement. 
14 – Scrap Settlement. 6x4.  
15 – SPECIAL. Border Town. 6x4. An outpost for the miners and grox herders. It has an excellent 
medical facility. Anyone owning this node may hospitalise one elite unit per campaign turn that loses 
50% of it's starting number. They will not be available for the next campaign turn but they will return 
with any elite bonuses intact. 
16 - Wilds. 6x4. Roll. 
 
If a zone is empty it will immediately be taken over by the occupying force. 



 
Should two commanders attempt to move into zone it will become contested and a battle will be 
fought randomising the attacker. 
 
Should three or more armies enter the same node players can either fight a multiple battle to see who 
controls the node or players can roll off gaining +1 for every territory owned. The top two players are 
considered to have fought of the others and fight for the node as usual. 
 
Should an army move into an occupied node roll as normal but the attacker gets +1 
In The event of a draw both forces will withdraw leaving the node neutral. 
 
Special Nodes 
 
Capture and control table objectives 
 
1 - Roll off for game size - 1000, 1500, 2000 
 
2 - Roll off for table edge winner sets up first and takes first turn 
 
3 - Defender can attempt to steal initiative. 
 
The game will last for 5 turn's variable. In the event of a draw both armies will withdraw and neither 
side will occupy the zone. 
 
Attacking a defended, special node. 
 
Capture and control table objectives 
 
1 - Roll off for game size - 1000, 1500, 2000 - Roll off for the mission parameters as below. 
 
1-3 Surprise attack 
 
The Attackers have managed to get into position to undetected and are set to launch a surprise 
assault catching the Defenders of guard. The Defender may set up troops and heavy support 
anywhere on their half of the table. Also troop units may set up within 6" of objectives outside their 
deployment area. 
 
The Attacker gets first turn moving on from their table edge. Reserves and Deep Strike apply 
 
4-6 Prepared Defence 
 
The Defenders are alerted to enemy forces in the area and have time to dig in. 
 
Defender may set up his whole army anywhere on their half of the table. Also troops may set up 
within 6" of objectives outside their deployment area. Any unit that doesn't move is considered to be 
dug in with a 5+ cover save. 
 
The Attacker gets first turn moving on from their table edge. Also realising that they have been 
detected all efforts of concealment are thrown off as the attackers launch their assault under the cover 
of an artillery barrage. The Attacker gets preliminary bombardment. Reserves and Deep Strike apply. 
 
The game will last for 5 turn's variable.  
 
 
Before each mission roll for each sides secondary objective 
 
1-2 Assassinate 
 
Sector command has detected a high ranking enemy officer in the field. Randomly pick one HQ model 
on the opposing army. That is your target. He may only be killed by infantry shooting or close combat 



to count. Psychic attacks and tank shelling are too random to be able to confirm a kill. If the target is 
in a unit and has hits allocated to him he may remove as many squad members as instant kills with no 
save of any kind as he has hits allocated to represent his brave soldiers taking the hits, these wounds 
count for morale tests. The Assasin unit will become elite 
 
3-4 Loot 
 
Place a counter on the opposite side of the table. If a non vehicle unit is in unengaged base to base 
contact in the end of the game they become elite. Any unit in base to base may move the objective 
but count as in difficult terrain. Also the unit may not initiate an assault if they moved the objective that 
turn. 
 
5-6 Plant the Flag 
 
One unit in your force has a banner that they are attempting to place in the enemies deployment 
zone. It can be dropped and picked up by other units simply by moving over it. The enemy cannot 
interact with it until it has been placed. If a unit holding the banner breaks then they will automatically 
drop it. Once it is in the opponents half of the table the carrying unit can elect to place it. Once placed, 
it can no longer be moved and any friendly unit within 12" will have the Stubborn and Preferred 
Enemy special rules. Enemy units can destroy the banner by assaulting it; no combat is rolled as the 
flag is torn asunder! Note a unit cannot assault it and try to engage another unit in assault. Any unit 
that places the banner or destroy it will become elite. 
 
Elite Status 
 
A unit gains elite status in two ways, either completing a secondary challenge or at the end of every 
battle a commander can nominate one surviving unit (over 50% strength or if a vehicle it must be 
mobile) to roll a d6. On a  4+ the unit will gain a roll on the elite table. 
 
If an Elite unit ends a game immobilised, destroyed or under 50% they will lose elite status. If a units 
is breaking but still over 50% make a single morale check. If passed they retain their status but may 
not be nominated for an elite role this campaign turn 
 
PLANETSTRIKE AMMENDMENTS 
 
Planet Strike 
 
Even if a Bastion is occupied and functional an attacker will still claim it if they are in contact. 
 
Interceptor guns not mounted on Bastions DON’T count as objectives. They are armour 10 and 
destroyed on a glancing hit. 
 
The Void shield strategem can only be used on Bastions or other enclosed buildings 
 
The planetstrike barricades cannot be destroyed and are impassable to vehicles. Difficult terrain to all 
infantry, walkers. Dangerous to bikes + calvery etc. (The defender can change how the walls work but 
must tell his opponent beforehand. If he doesn’t these rules are standard) 
 

 


